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Cougar; Ghost of the Rockies. 1 of 6 DVD series

$18.99

Their stealth and skill as a mountain hunter are legendary but rarely witnessed. Wildlife filmmaker Jim
Dutcher and Dr. Morris Hornocker, the world's leading mountain lion expert, spent two years in the wilds of
Idaho to produce this rare and intimate portrait of a five year old cougar and her three kittens. Through
spectacular photography, the elusive cougar is revealed as both predator and guardian, a mysterious
phantom in nature's hidden world. " COUGAR; an often breathtaking documentary.:' -People Magazine
â€œ...undeniably watchable and effective, and well worth watching." -The New York Post Explore The
Wildlife Kingdom series captures that mystery, adventure and drama of life in the wild like no other animal
series. Join a safari to the farthest reaches of the globe. Explore the secrets of natureâ€™s incredible design.
Journey into the kingdom of creationâ€¦to a place where nature tells its own storyâ€¦and all through the lens
of some of the finest wildlife photographers in the world. Told from a creationist viewpoint, the natural world is
revealed to see Godâ€™s amazing handiwork. Finally a video series that Christian parents can show their
children that rivals National Geographic in its photography without all the evolutionary propaganda. The
DVDs available are : Golden River; Secrets of the Amazon. 502-601. The Hidden World of Africa. 502-602.
Cougar; Ghost of the Rockies. 502-603. Lions; Kings of Africa. 502-604. Wildebeast; The Great African
Migration. 502-605. DOLPHINS, Tribes of the Sea. 502-606. Approximate running time 50 minutes Hosted
and Narrated by Grant Goodeve; Grant Goodeve is best known for playing the role of David on Eight is
Enough for five seasons. Grant also appeared on the television series Northern Exposure, One Life to Live,
and hosts If Walls Could Talk on Home and Garden television, and the HGTV specials Homes of our
Heritage and The Log Home; An American Tradition.
Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product.
Please log in to write a review.
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